USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10501.14

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
FCO_Williams says:
::at Flight Control Station::
CO_Shras says:
@:: in the shuttle with the away team ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::on the bridge at TAC II monitoring the status of the AT's shuttle while seeking ways to keep Geneva incognito from alien sensors::
JelonTek-Rep says:
#COM: Shuttle: I repeat, unidentified craft... identify yourself and state your nature of business in a JelonTek Security Zone or I will order an escort patrol.
TO_Keach says:
::At main tactical monitoring sensor sweeps::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::In the shuttle with Shras and Jakiel, listening to the on air conversation with the Briengogh::
XO_Taal says:
::sitting in the command chair::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::guides the shuttle nearer the planet, listening to comm and checking the visuals::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: An escort sounds nice...
XO_Taal says:
ALL: Report!
CMO_Kimura says:
::in Sickbay beating Orik at 5 Card Draw::
OPS_L`yaian says:
XO: We're still picking up the audio signals from the planet, and the responses from the away team, sir.
CMO_Kimura says:
Orik: HA! That's 6 in-a-row that I've won! ::is triumphant::
XO_Taal says:
::waits for reports from the bridge crew::
CO_Shras says:
@COM: JTR: Okay, you've got it. I am Captain Shras from the United Federation of Planets and I request to speak to the highest authority on your planet
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Let's keep an eye on sensors. We don't want any surprises.
XO_Taal says:
::listens to the OPS as she delivers her report::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Who knows how much the Briengogh will freak out over all this.
FCO_Williams says:
XO/OPS: Seems like they are getting a little anxious down there.
XO_Taal says:
OPS: Have things been cordial thus far?
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik> CMO: Awwww... Best 8 out of 10?
CO_Shras says:
@CNS/CSO: They have been monitoring our communications for a long time now, so at least they know that there are other people out of their planet
CTO_Kizlev says:
XO: We've managed to keep Geneva out of sight for now, sir. So far the Briengogh don't appear hostile to the away team.
JelonTek-Rep says:
# ::blinks:: COM: Shuttle: St... St... Standby. Transferring your call. ::cuts comm and mutters to self - I thought the news report said they were friendly. ::
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#:: continues reading incoming reports on the missing Aquoton ship::
XO_Taal says:
CTO: Very good, Lieutenant.
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
# :: walks around the room, her eyes remaining locked on Jaron as he reads ::
JelonTek-Rep says:
# *Gohgitem*: Ms. Gohgitem, I have one Captain Shras, claiming to be from the United Federation of Planets... ::said in a rather sarcastic, unbelieving tone::
OPS_L`yaian says:
XO: They might be a little bit antsy, but they haven't threatened anyone yet, unless they have strange ways of speaking, and are actually declaring war without us realizing it... ::giggles::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@CNS: I don't think this is the most diplomatic way to start relations. ::raises a brow at the counselor::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: Perhaps we should just identify ourselves. Set their minds at ease they aren't being invaded by hostile aliens.
CMO_Kimura says:
::shakes her head:: Orik: Nah, that's all I can stand. ::gets up from the table while Orik puts the cards away::
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#*JTR*: Ohhhh, I've been waiting for such a contact. Put him through immediately.
XO_Taal says:
OPS: For the Captain and the sake of the Away Team, I certainly hope not.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Recommendations are welcomed and encouraged, Lt.
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: Ensign, can you think of any way to further reduce our sensor visibility in case we need to close the distance with the AT's shuttle?
CO_Shras says:
@COM: JTR: You can send an escort if it pleases you
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#Jaron: Hear that Jaron, we've made contact.
JelonTek-Rep says:
@ *Gohgitem*: One moment, ma'am. ::switches comm channels, taking himself out of the loop... sighs relief -  Talk about testy customer relations... ::
TO_Keach says:
CTO: I’m not sure sir, but I'll give it a try
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#::still confident that Aquotons continuous lack of complete engineering details and including adequate safety protocols most likely led to the loss of their experimental craft::
CO_Shras says:
@COM: JTR: The crew of one of your spacecraft contacted a ship passing in the area so we are here to open dialogue with your planet, we have no hostile intentions
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: Very good, Sir.
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#Jaron: Get yourself over hear and listen to this Federation guy, Shery or Shey or something.
XO_Taal says:
::stands up and walks up to the helm::
CO_Shras says:
@CSO: Continue straight for the planet at half impulse then assume standard orbit if I have not obtained permission for us to land
XO_Taal says:
FCO: This may be an opportune moment to run low level diagnostics of the helm.
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#::hears his name and returns back to the room from his thoughts::
FCO_Williams says:
XO: Aye, sir
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::glances at the Captain and smiles briefly. Finds she is looking forward to meeting these people:: CO:  Yes sir, slowing to requested speed and will do as directed.
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#Narinda: Yes, ma'am, I'll be right there.....
FCO_Williams says:
::begins running low level diagnostics::
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#COM: Geneva: Hello, hello? Is anyone there? ::not realizing that they are talking to the crew on the Geneva’s shuttle and not the Geneva herself::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::keeping an eye on the comm, in case anything comes from the USS Harkening, while keeping the signals between the away team and the planet clear and free of static::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::slows the shuttle with care, watching sensors::
XO_Taal says:
FCO: Inform me when the diagnostics are complete.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: It's a lady's voice now, listen.
XO_Taal says:
CTO: Lieutenant, you have the Bridge.
FCO_Williams says:
XO: Yes, sir.
CMO_Kimura says:
::stretches:: Orik: Wonder how the first contact mission is going? I'm dying to examine the species... you know?
XO_Taal says:
::turns around and enters the turbolift::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::hesitates with a hint of confusion before answering:: XO: Yes, sir. ::watches Taal exit::
JelonTek-Rep says:
ACTION: Geneva sensors detect a sub-light transport ship heading towards one of the system's more inner planets
OPS_L`yaian says:
CTO: We're picking up a sub-light transport ship on sensors... heading towards one of the inner planets in the system
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik> CMO: Hmm... I'm sure we'll see soon... ::picks up all the cards and folds up the table::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::goes to OPS console to view the readings personally::
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik>: Lemme help with that... ::lifts the table and stores it in its cabinet::
XO_Taal says:
::exits the turbolift on deck 5 and heads for sickbay::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: Suggest we see if she will identify herself.
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#COM: Geneva (shuttle): Hello? :: Turns to Jaron :: Jaron: Is this thing on?
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#::watches the communications tech constantly working with the equipment to focus on the incoming messages::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: If she does we could tell her we are with the Federation.
FCO_Williams says:
::diagnostic run finishes, computer beeps and onscreen indication that all is well appears:: XO: Sir, the diagnostics... are completed ::turns from his station and sees the XO is not on the bridge::
XO_Taal says:
::enters sickbay and sees Kazue and Orik playing cards::
TO_Keach says:
CTO: How should we treat this small vessel?
CTO_Kizlev says:
OPS: Can you determine the ship's point of origin based on its course heading?
CMO_Kimura says:
::hears Taal's footsteps and turns around:: XO: What are you doing here, Taal?
CO_Shras says:
@COM: Planet: Yes, we are listening to you and waiting for an appropriate answer....
OPS_L`yaian says:
CTO: I'll see if I can... hold on ::attempts to do so::
XO_Taal says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CMO/Orik: Fascinating way to pass the time.
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: Keep watch on it. Let's not make any sudden moves just yet.
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Yeah... unfortunately, we need a new game. We're both sick of 5 Card Draw... But seriously... shouldn't you be on the Bridge?
XO_Taal says:
CMO: I came down to sickbay to see you.
OPS_L`yaian says:
CTO: Seems to have come from Briengogh, sir - was there more than one ship? Or was that the one that was picked up on sensors before?
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#COM: Geneva (shuttle): This is Narinda Gohgetem of Jelon Tek. To whom am I speaking please?
TO_Keach says:
::Stands a little at ease again:: CTO: Aye sir
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Enters that name onto a PADD::
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Oh... umm... I appreciate it. But you shouldn't leave your post to come see me....
CO_Shras says:
@COM: Planet: I repeat, I am Captain Shras, Commanding officer of the starship USS Geneva of the United Federation of Planets on a mission of peace to you planet
XO_Taal says:
CMO: There is nothing currently going on that Mr. Kizlev cannot handle.
CMO_Kimura says:
::chuckles:: XO: Oh, really?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: This is soooo cool. Isn't it exciting?
CTO_Kizlev says:
FCO: I'm as confused as you are, Lieutenant. I'm sure the XO has his reasons for exiting the Bridge. Meanwhile, maintain present position. Be ready to move in case we have to keep out of Briengogh sensor range.
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#COM: Geneva (shuttle): CO: Oh Captain Shras, a pleasure to hear your voice sir. Did you say a Federation Captain?
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Okay... we'll if you really wanna hang out with us...
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: She's impressed by the Federation.
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Say... can I get a fold-up chair on the Bridge? ::grins:: Like a Counselor's chair... but a Doctor's chair?
CO_Shras says:
@CNS: I feel like she’s mocking me
OPS_L`yaian says:
CTO: it's a lower sub-light vessel... probably rocket based, older design. Moving at 1/4 impulse, approximately
XO_Taal says:
CMO: You may sit in my chair. I do not require it.
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::turns to give him a half smile::  CNS: It is quite interesting. I wonder what their thoughts are right now. ::decides to mentally 'reach out' to gauge the people::
CO_Shras says:
@COM: Planet: United Federation of Planet yes
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: No Sir. Just cautious and a bit frightened.
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
::thinks these Federation chaps are a bit stuffy::
JelonTek-Rep says:
ACTION: Geneva comm array begins picking up a carrier-based radio voice transponder on a low frequency channel
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: Very well.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: This is a big day in the Briengogh's history.
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: You're sweet, Taal. ::smiles:: So how goes things up there on the Bridge?
CTO_Kizlev says:
Self: No warp capability.... ::strokes his chin and antennae wiggle in contemplation:: TO: How many on that ship?
XO_Taal says:
CMO: I believe the correct vernacular is... "Nothing to write home about."
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#COM: Geneva (shuttle): CO: Welcome to Briengogh Captain. Now what can I do for you? :: looks over at Jaron and winks ::
TO_Keach says:
::Scans the vessel::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::goes to the CO's chair but instead remains standing, gazing at the viewscreen as he listens to the bridge activity::
CMO_Kimura says:
::laughs:: XO: Oh, okay. Same here. ::grins:: Not that I'm bored or anything... Ship's Doctor is the hardest job. You don't know what happens until something DOES happen. ::smirks:: But we're ready!
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#:: whispers to Jaron :: Jaron: So what do you think?
FCO_Williams says:
::makes course adjustments::
TO_Keach says:
CTO: I can't get a clear reading possibly 30 or so
CO_Shras says:
@COM: Planet: I'd like to contact the proper authorities of your planet and arrange for a meeting
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#::also wonders that now that JelonTek has won the prize, will the Federation share technological information so they can further improve their craft and their profits::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: That's an odd question. More like, what we can do for them. Thought they wanted in into the Federation?
XO_Taal says:
CMO: That is good to hear. I recall my time as Senior Medical Officer, and the long periods in which there was nothing to do.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::hears a low tone chime from the OPS station and glances in that direction wondering what it's about::
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#Narinda: Ma'am, so long as they share their technology, I think it's good to be a Jelon Tek employee right now
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ CO:  An attempt at humour, sir?
Transport-Ship says:
& COM: Broadcast: Warning. This is Diversified Medical biomedical hazard transport ship BM-522. Hazardous passengers aboard. Maintain distance. ::automated message repeats::
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#COM: Geneva (shuttle): CO: I would be honoured to grant that request Captain. You may set up your approach and coordinate with our flight control center. I look forward to meeting with you Captain. Oh, and if anyone else cares to join you, we would be happy to see to their needs.
CO_Shras says:
@COM: Planet: I am accompanied by two of my senior officers. We will follow your directions. Can you please tell me who you are?
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#:: looks at Jaron :: Jaron: Is this guy for real?
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: You wanna play some cards or something? ::looks around nervously... hoping she won't get in trouble for Taal being down there with her::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::slows and sets the comm to contact the flight control center::
XO_Taal says:
CMO: No, I am not familiar with that game.
CMO_Kimura says:
::goes for the card table cabinet, but stops:: XO: Okay. ::smiles::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: If we are going down there we should configure the computer to lock onto our signatures with the transporter in case we need an emergency beam out. What do you think?
CTO_Kizlev says:
OPS: Incoming signal, ensign? Is it the captain?
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#Narinda: Err, Ma'am, you never told him who you were......   he might not know....
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#COM: Geneva (shuttle): CO: I am Narinda Gohgitem, the senior project manager for Jelon Tek Corporation.
XO_Taal says:
CMO: Actually, I am unfamiliar with those types of playing cards. I have seen Ferengi playing cards.
Transport-Ship says:
%<Flight Control> COM: Shuttle: Incoming craft, this is JelonTek Flight Control. Approach 21 strokes vertical, reduce speed to below 520 megadyne. You are clear on Approach Landing 5.
CMO_Kimura says:
::goes over and hops on a biobed:: XO: Ferengi cards are tricky.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: What is JelonTek?
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::punches in a couple more commands::  CNS:  Configured already. Precautions are always necessary with hosti....err, with new contacts. You can never be too careful. Especially since we have no tactical.
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Hey, Taal... guess what? ::grins impishly::
CO_Shras says:
@COM: Planet: Honoured to know you Narinda Gohgitem, who or what exactly is Jelon Tek?
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#Jaron: I told the man already. Think maybe he's too old to remember?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Hopefully it won't be necessary. But, like you said you never can be too careful.
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: What's the status of the Captain's shuttle, Mr. Keach?
XO_Taal says:
CMO: You discovered that your name is really Smith?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Listens for Narinda's answer::
CMO_Kimura says:
::looks at Taal like he's crazy:: CMO: Um wha--?
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#Narinda: ::whispers to Narinda:: Ma'am, I don't think they have much of a clue who we are, or for that matter, what we are.....
XO_Taal says:
CMO: You asked me to guess.
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: My name is Kazue Doram Kimura. Not... Smith....
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is more than a little impatient for the OPS' report::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: We know so little of this species.
Transport-Ship says:
& COM: Broadcast: Warning. This is Diversified Medical biomedical hazard transport ship BM-522. Hazardous passengers aboard. Maintain distance. ::automated message repeats::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ CNS: I do have...a certain amount of tactical training in case it is needed. But this is supposed to be a diplomatic mission only, is that not correct?
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: But anyway... it's something kinda important... having to do with me... ::winks:: Can you guess?
FCO_Williams says:
::transfers science station sensors to helm::
FCO_Williams says:
::begins scanning ship to determine nature of bio-hazard::
CO_Shras says:
@CNS: Yeah, Starfleet really screwed up on that one. Observation crew should have been here for decades...
XO_Taal says:
CMO: My apologies, but I am a bad guesser.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Yes, I don't expect trouble but, it's when you least expect it that they nail ya. It should be fun. We should be gracious until we have reason not to be.
TO_Keach says:
::Staring at the screen with the information:: CTO: They are on final approach it appears
OPS_L`yaian says:
CTO: Err, carrier based radio voice transponder, sir... low frequency channel
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::listens to the captain's remark with a small amount of surprise if the comment is true::
CMO_Kimura says:
::grins:: XO: Oh, c'mon.... Happens once a year... everybody's got one...
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: Now that we are here, I couldn't agree more, Sir. We are kinda going into this blind.
CTO_Kizlev says:
OPS: Radio!? That's... rather archaic. Can you pinpoint the source?
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#COM: Geneva (shuttle): CO: Captain, we are the premier builder in the aerospace field and the new winner of the light speed prize. We are a member of the Consortium and I am the lead project director. Please Captain, come down, and meet with me and my people.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: They're scientists?
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods:: CTO: Trying to right now, sir ::tapping at the console::
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#Jaron: I think this man is dense or something. Want to try your luck with this Captain Shras?
CO_Shras says:
@COM: Planet: I look forward at meeting you, but could you also be accompanied by a political leader of your planet? We don't usually deal with corporations
XO_Taal says:
CMO: If I recall the personnel files correctly, you birthday is soon.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: A very reasonable request, Sir.
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Bingo! Next week to be precise. I'll be 24 Earth years. ::grins::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ CNS:  They are a proud people.
OPS_L`yaian says:
CTO: from the transport ship I picked up earlier
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: I recommend they make it a very small delegation in a semi-private location.
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#COM: Geneva (shuttle): CO: Captain, we have no ‘political’ system on Briengogh. This is a totally private corporation run planet. Please, come and meet with us and all will be clear.
CO_Shras says:
@CSO: Make it to the designated landing site
CO_Shras says:
@CNS: Get on sensors and look for troubles
CTO_Kizlev says:
FCO: Put the audio on speakers. ::listens to the automated message::
XO_Taal says:
CMO: Congratulations. Would you like to take a trip to the Holodeck?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: We should try to understand their motives for requesting membership into the Federation. That is why we are here. To make that report. We want to make sure their reasoning is honorable.
CO_Shras says:
@COM: Planet: Agreed, we are landing in a few minutes, Shras out.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: Aye, Sir ::Checks and monitors sensors::
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#Narinda: Sure... ::re-contacts the Federation Shuttle approaching:: Com: Shuttle: Capt. Shras, if you would guide your ship to these coordinates ::resends coordinates flight control previously sent:: we would be happy to meet you right after you land
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Now?!
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::nods at the counselor::  CNS: It would seem they are profit motivated from their comments so far... a bit like Ferengi perhaps?
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#:: cuts off the transmission and walks over to Jaron:: Jaron: If all of these Federation people are like that Captain fellow, then we should be able to get a contract and the technology we want easily.
XO_Taal says:
CMO: No. On the day of your birth. Now is not a good time.
FCO_Williams says:
::puts audio on speaker, and listens::
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Yeah. Not a good time now. ::chuckles::
Transport-Ship says:
& COM: Broadcast: Warning. This is Diversified Medical biomedical hazard transport ship BM-522. Hazardous passengers aboard. Maintain distance. ::automated message repeats::
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#Narinda: that would surely make our profits soar
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::guides the shuttle in according to the specs relayed::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: I would agree. That is not, to me, a good motivation for anything. Greed.
CO_Shras says:
@:: waiting for the landing procedures to be completed before making it out of the shuttle ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Assists Jakiel in landing protocols::
CTO_Kizlev says:
Self: Hazardous passengers? FCO: Can you determine the nature of the biohazard on that ship and where it might be headed?
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ CNS:  No, it never is...  ::looks a bit darker, remembering::
XO_Taal says:
CMO: If there is nothing for you to do here, perhaps you would like to accompany me to the bridge.
CO_Shras says:
@CSO/CNS: Maybe they are like the Ferengi, maybe not, do not judge before you see or you may get trouble from your misconceptions
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: Should have the information for you in a minute.
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: I thought you'd never ask! Let's go!
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ CO: Sorry, sir. Conjecture only.
XO_Taal says:
::extends his arm out::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: Aye, Sir. We will listen to them and be fair.
CMO_Kimura says:
Orik: Sickbay is all yours, Orik! ::takes Taal by the arm and walks briskly out of sickbay::
XO_Taal says:
::walks with Kazue out of sickbay and heads for the nearest turbolift::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::brings the shuttle gliding in to sleekly land and powers the engines down::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::rubs his face, feeling more tense than usual, and decides to sit down, wondering if he should disturb Taal over a non-emergency issue::
CO_Shras says:
@CSO: How long before landing?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO/CO: And us with no weapons ::Smiles:: CO: Sorry, Sir.
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#Jaron: Ah yes, with the prize ours, our profits will surely double in a matter of months now. Remember, you need to play up the advantages that we have to offer the Federation over any other company. We are the technological leaders here.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Helps shut the shuttle down and looks out the window::
XO_Taal says:
::enters the turbolift and calls for the bridge::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::smiles back at the captain, pleased the landing was so unnoticeable:: CO:  We are on the ground sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: See anybody out there?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO/CO: Wonder what they look like? Wonder what they will think of us?
CTO_Kizlev says:
TO: Distance of that medical ship to our present position?
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: Readings indicate radioactive material. As to destination, nothing as yet.
XO_Taal says:
::the turbolift doors open and he enters the bridge with Kazue::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::keeping an eye on the transport ship, as well as the USS Harkening and the comm signal from the planet/away team - which is currently silent::
CO_Shras says:
@:: get up and walk to the door, looking on the panel the data about the outside world ::
CSO_Jakiel says:
@ ::takes a look out the window, then rises:: CO: Shall we see who has been sent to greet us, sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: Should I open the shuttle door?
XO_Taal says:
CTO: Lieutenant? Report.
TO_Keach says:
CTO: It's heading for the second planet of this system; there is damage to its engine
CMO_Kimura says:
::enters the Bridge and looks around::
CO_Shras says:
@CSO/CNS: Look like the air is breathable
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: That's good.
TO_Keach says:
::Continues to read the scan:: CTO: And sir, it won't make it
CO_Shras says:
@CSO/CNS: Shine your pips and stand straight.... you never get a second chance for a first impression....
CO_Shras says:
@:: tap the command to open the shuttle door and slowly walk out of it, antennae turning to all directions ::
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: The ship appears to be heading to the second planet; however severe engine damage will prevent them from getting there.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: Aye, Sir ::Stands straight then, checks his hair in the reflection of a COM panel::
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#Narinda: ::while walking to the landing site with his boss:: If these people have had faster than light engines for as long as we think, what technology do we have to offer them????? They will think us the equivalent of cavemen
CTO_Kizlev says:
FCO/TO: Very well, keep on eye on its flight path gentlemen. ::stands as Taal enters:: XO: Sir, we've just received an automated radio signal from a nearby sub-light biomedical ship in the system...
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Follows the Captain out::
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
#Narinda: we need something more to offer them to make it worth their while, and ours
XO_Taal says:
CTO: What is the vessel's course?
CO_Shras says:
@:: look around for the planetary representatives ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
XO: It's making way towards the second planet in the system. There is noticeable damage to its propulsion system as well. About 30 people on board.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CO: ::Sees no one::
CMO_Kimura says:
CTO: Whoa... radio? Pretty low tech. XO: Um, Commander, I'm stealing the Counselor's chair for the time being. ::walks down and sits in the chair::
Narinda_Gohgitem says:
#Jaron: Listen, I don't care what we have to offer them, even if it's your first born grandson, but I want that Federation contract, and you're going to help me get it, understand? :: gives him the look ::
XO_Taal says:
::nods an affirmative in Kazue's direction::
TO_Keach says:
::Moves to the secondary tactical station to let the CTO take it::
XO_Taal says:
FCO/CTO: Where is the second planet relative to Briengogh?
FCO_Williams says:
XO: one moment sir
CTO_Kizlev says:
::goes to main tactical:: CMO: My thoughts exactly, doctor. The ship is not warp capable either. But I am concerned about the danger it might be carrying.
Host Jaron_Mirack says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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